We define a super analog of the classical Plücker embedding of the Grassmannian into a projective space. Only a very special case was considered before in the literature. The "super Plücker map" that we introduce takes the Grassmann supermanifold G r|s (V ) to a "weighted projective space" P Λ r|s (V ) ⊕ Λ s|r (ΠV ) with weights +1, −1.
Introduction
1.1. The classical Plücker map assigns to a k-plane in n-space (i.e. a linear subspace of dimension k of a vector space of dimension n) the wedge product of k linearly independent vectors spanning this plane; choosing different vectors will result in multiplying the wedge product by a non-zero factor, the determinant of the transition matrix, so this non-zero kvector is defined up to proportionality. This gives a well-defined map from the Grassmann manifold of k-planes G k (V ) to the projective space P (Λ k (V )) associated with the space of multivectors. It is a classical fact that the Plücker map is an embedding and its image in P (Λ k (V )) is specified by quadric equations known as the Plücker relations. This gives a realization of the Grassmann manifold as a projective algebraic variety. Among other things, the Plücker relations serve as a prototypal example for the definition of cluster algebras -the notion that has been attracting great attention in recent years.
At the same time, an analog for super Grassmannians of the Plücker map has been unknown till now (with one exception in a recent work of Cervantes-Fioresi-Lledó [6] , see Date: 30 November (13 December) . Research of the first author was partially supported by NSF under grant 1708033. below) and even expected not to exist in general, see Manin [18] . In the present paper we construct such an analog.
There are two cases in our construction. One is "general", i.e the case of r|s-planes in an n|m-space. The main difficulty in this case is the correct identification of the target of the map. We have managed to do that, and we have identified variables that serve as an analog of Plücker coordinates, and we have proved that the so constructed "super Plücker map" is an embedding. Another case, which we call "algebraic", is that of r|0-planes in n|m-space (s = 0, i.e. purely even planes in a superspace). (The work of Cervantes-Fioresi-Lledó [6] concerned with 2|0-planes in a 4|1-space, is an example of this case.) It is distinguished from the general one because can be treated by simpler algebraic tools, with "naive" understanding of super exterior powers via wedge products with signs modified according to the sign rule. We have it fully investigated here and obtained "super Plücker" relations for r-planes in n|m-space for all r and n|m. They have direct application to the much sought-after "super cluster algebras". Note that a general notion of super cluster algebras algebras remains yet conjectural; different approaches have been put forward by Ovsienko [19] , Li-Mixco-Ransingh-Srivastava [16] , and Ovsienko-Shapiro [20] . We also show a way to obtaining super Plücker relations for the general case (and compare it with the algebraic approach when both are applicable).
1.2. The principal difficulty for construction of the general super Plücker map is understanding of the space where it should take values. Recall that in the classical situation of k-planes in an n-dimensional space V , the classical Plücker map sends a plane spanned by independent vectors u 1 , . . . , u k to the exterior product u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k up to proportionality. Hence the codomain of the Plücker map is the projectivization P (Λ k (V )) of the space of k-vectors. The components of a non-zero multivector T ∈ Λ k (V ) relative to a basis in V become the projective Plücker coordinates of a k-plane, and the condition for a multivector T to be simple (i.e. decomposable into a wedge product of vectors) is efficiently expressed as polynomial (quadratic) relations for these components, the classical Plücker relations. And moreover, if the components of vectors spanning a plane are written as rows of a k by n matrix, the Plücker coordinates are just the k-minors, and the Plücker relations are the relations satisfied by such minors. For an analog of this theory in the super case, it would require properly defining the main objects and this is already non-trivial.
The reader who is not an expert in supergeometry may wonder why it so, and why it is not possible to proceed in the straightforward algebraic way in the case of planes of dimension r|s if s = 0. We can explain that in a simple example. Consider a plane L of dimension 1|2 with a basis consisting of an even vector u 1 and odd vectors u1, and u2. Then on a naive route, the product u 1 ∧ u1 ∧ u2 is to represent the plane in a projective space. However, it is easy to see that it will be lacking any projective properties. A change of basis should give a similar object representing the same plane; however, a transformation with some odd α and β turns the expected "1|2-blade" u 1 ∧ u1 ∧ u2 into a sum:
The result also loses information about the dimension of the plane L. Restricting to transformations with even coefficients only will not solve the problem; for example,
(Specialists will recognize here the problem of the absence of a top exterior power Λ k (L).) Hence a different, actually a nonlinear, construction should be used playing the role of a simple multivector. The corresponding space of r|s-vectors Λ r|s (V ) (which we shall recall) is different from the "naive" spaces Λ r (V ), which work for planes of dimension r = r|0, but not in general.
Our construction will also require the parallel consideration of the parity reversed space ΠV and also an additional tool, the inverse Berezinian Ber * (introduced by Bergvelt & Rabin [4] ). As the codomain of our super Plücker map we obtain some version of a projective space built of the space of r|s-vectors Λ r|s (V ) in V and the space Λ s|r (ΠV ) for the parity-reversed space ΠV , which as we show have to be considered together. We remark that the parity reversion functor induces an identification
The case of G r|0 (V ), i.e. s = 0, the closest to the familiar classical setup of k-planes in n-space, is the one that we called above "algebraic". As mentioned, it can be analyzed with simpler supergeometry tools than the general case of r|s. This does not make the results for it less interesting. In particular, the "super Plücker relations" obtained for it are directly connected with "super cluster algebras".
1.3. Now let us give a little bit more details to the said above. First of all, one needs multivectors of degree r|s. As mentioned above, unless s = 0, they are not given by a straightforward generalization of the usual notion using the sign rule. Instead, their definition follows that given by Voronov and Zorich for superforms (see [25, 26, 27] , [22, 23] , [21] ). For multivectors, it can be given as follows. Essentially, an r|s-vector is a function F of r even and s odd covectors satisfying the two conditions:
for all g ∈ GL(r|s), and
Here P = (p a i ) is the matrix of components of covectors. The condition with the Berezinian implies that the function is, in particular, homogeneous of degree −1 in each odd covector and the differential equation plays the role of a (non-obvious) replacement of skew-symmetry and multilinearity.
After identifying the space Λ r|s (V ), one needs to define an analog of the wedge product of vectors taking values in Λ r|s (V ), so to get an analog of a simple multivector of the classical theory. It is defined for r even and s odd vectors. The formula is
where the (co)vectors in the first r positions are even and in the last s positions are odd.
(One observes that in the purely even situation when Ber is replaced by det, this gives up to a normalization factor exactly the value of u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k on k covector arguments.) Notice that this object is a rational function of vectors u i (as well as covectors p j ). Such a formula giving a "non-linear analog" of wedge product has been known (though not so widely) since 1980s; it seems that it first appeared in [10] in the context of integration on supermanifolds as an example of an "r|s-density" in the sense of A. S. Schwarz, and linear combinations of such expressions were given the name of "densities of type Ber". Later this formula was considered in the context of superforms in [1, 2] under the name "Plücker form", hence pointing at relevance for a super Plücker mapping (not discussed anyware at that time; unfortunately it was not further developed then). As the next step, one would wish to define a "super Plücker map" by assigning
if L = span(u 1 , . . . , u r |u r+1 , . . . , u r+s ). If the vectors u i undergo a non-degenerate linear transformation by an element g ∈ GL(r|s), then F is multiplied by an invertible factor Ber g, so it may seem natural to consider the "super Plücker map" as a map to the corresponding projectivization G r|s (V ) → P (Λ r|s (V )) (looking completely analogous to the classical case). However, unlike the classical prototype, such a map would not be invertible (on the image). This is another departure from the simple analogy with the classical picture. As it turns out, to be able to reconstruct L, one needs to consider in parallel also the parityreversed plane ΠL ⊂ ΠV and the corresponding mapping L → F * ∈ Λ s|r (ΠV ). Naively, the functions F and F * are just mutual reciprocals, F * = 1/F . (And indeed in the classical case only one of them is needed.) However, in the general supercase, to be able to find L from F and F * , one has to extend them to different domains, so they really have to go in parallel, which leads to finally identifying the super Plücker map as a rational mapping
where at the right-hand side P 1,−1 stands for equivalence classes (F, G) ∼ (λF, λ −1 G).
(Which resembles weighted projected spaces, which however have positive weights.)
We show that the so constructed super Plücker map is indeed an embedding. Unlike the classical case, it is a rational map, not polynomial. (Unless s = 0 and we can redefine it back to be G r|0 (V ) → P (Λ r (V )) and the it is polynomial.) The latter is no wonder, of course, as it has been known (Manin [18] ) that the general super Grassmannian is not a projective variety in the sense it cannot be defined by polynomial equations.
This brings us to the question about an analog of the Plücker relations. Here we are able to obtain the complete result in the simplest case of k-planes in n|m-space. In the general case of r|s-planes, we have developed the theory as much as possible and in particular we have identified what should be the correct analog of Plücker variables. These "super Plücker coordinates" of an r|s-plane in an n|m-space consist of two sets. The even variables Plücker coordinates are just various r|s-minors of the matrix whose rows span the plane (that is, the Berezinians of even submatrices of size r|s). The odd Plücker coordinates are kind of "wrong" minors, which are the above usual minors modified by replacing one even column by an odd matrix column (and the same done for the parity-reversed matrix). So it is a finite number of variables. (Use of such "wrong" minors as well the need to employ in parallel the parity reversed matrix is fundamentally related with the super Cramer rule, see [4] and [15] ; we also met this for "super Wronskians" in the theory of differential operators on the superline [17] .)
To relations that should be satisfied by the image of a Plücker map, there is an unconventional approach due to H. Khudaverdian (around 2010, unpublished) . It follows the logic of supergeometry for exterior powers, though gives an interesting result even in the purely classical setting. Namely, if T is a simple multivector, then 1/T will also be a (simple) multivector of a parity-reversed degree in the space with reversed parity. Invoking the definition of exterior powers by differential equations, one can obtain from here certain quadratic relations for a multivector. It is indeed tempting to think that they will be exactly the Plücker relations in the classical case (and thus providing a way for the sought for super analog). This turns out only partly true. Namely, we show here that for k-planes in n|m-space, the Khudaverdian relations are equivalent to the (super) Plücker relations if k = 2, but starting from k = 3 they are only a corollary of the Plücker relations.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the necessary information about super exterior powers and Berezinians. In Section 3, we develop the general setup for the super Plücker map and study the simplest super case r|s = k|0. For that case, we obtain the complete description of super Plücker relations. We introduce Khudaverdian's relations (for general r|s) and compare them with the (super) Plücker relations (establishing the results mentioned above). In Section 4, we investigate again the general case of r|splanes in an n|m-space. We introduce the super Plücker map for this case and prove that it gives a rational embedding for the Grassmannian G r|s (V ). In the last Section 5, we discuss possible application of the super Plücker map and Plücker relations to super cluster algebras (which so far remain only partly known and to an extend, conjectural).
Super exterior powers
In this section we recall how the notion of exterior powers is extended to the supercase. In particular, we review the so-called "Voronov-Zorich" exterior powers, which were first discovered in search of the "correct" superanalog of differential forms [25, 26, 27] , [21, 22, 23] . (For general facts concerning supergeometry, see [3] , [14] , [18] , [7] , and [21] . See also [24] .)
It may look as a paradox that while the exterior algebra lays in the very foundations of supergeometry as the odd or fermionic counterpart of polynomial functions, the superization of the notions of exterior algebra and exterior powers has at the same time presented a major problem, as is revealed when it comes to the "correct" definition of differential forms. To explain the problem, let us start purely algebraically and present first the extension of the notions of exterior algebra and exterior powers to the supercase obtained by the straightforward application of the sign rule.
2.1. Symmetric algebra and exterior algebra of a superspace. Suppose V = V 0 ⊕V 1 is a Z 2 -graded vector space or a free module over a commutative superalgebra. We shall refer to V as a superspace. The tensor algebra T (V ) is defined in the usual way and it inherits parity from V by the rule that the parity of a product is the sum of the parities of the factors.
Then the symmetric algebra S(V ) and the exterior algebra Λ(V ) are the quadratic algebras obtained as the quotients of the tensor algebra T (V ) by the ideals generated by v ⊗ w − (−1)ṽww ⊗ v and v ⊗ w + (−1)ṽww ⊗ v respectively. Here v, w ∈ V and the tilde over a symbol denotes its parity, so e.g.ṽ = 0 if v ∈ V 0 . These are graded algebras (with Z-grading independent from Z 2 -grading),
The direct summands S k (V ) and Λ k (V ) are referred to as symmetric and exterior powers of V respectively.
In the completely even case (classical situation where all vectors are even), the symmetric powers of any order exist, while the exterior powers vanish after the top term corresponding to the dimension of the space. In the completely odd case, the properties of the symmetric and exterior powers basically swap. 1 In the mixed case, when we have some number of even and some number of odd basis vectors, neither the symmetric nor the exterior powers have a top term. For basis vectors e a ∈ V , their products in Λ(V ) satisfy
(whereã =ẽ a ). Thus, for odd basis vectors e a ∧ e b = +e b ∧ e a and no power e a ∧ . . . ∧ e a of an odd basis vector would vanish. Also notice that in the completely even case with dim V = n, Λ k (V ) = 0 for k > n and Λ n (V ) is a one-dimensional space spanned by the full exterior product of basis vectors e 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e n . It holds that e 1 ′ ∧ . . . ∧ e n ′ = det g · e 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e n if e a ′ = g a a ′ e a . This gives one of the ways to define determinant of matrices and justifies the definition det V := Λ n (V ) for the "determinant of a vector space".
In the "mixed" case, we see that a superanalog of determinant cannot arise this way.
2.2.
Recollection of superdeterminant. "Superdeterminant" or Berezinian, denoted Ber is given by
which is a rational expression and not a whole function (except for the purely even case).
Here g is a square even supermatrix. "Supermatrix" means that the rows and columns of a matrix g are labeled by parities. "Square" in application to a supermatrix means that there is the same number of rows and columns of given parity. "Even" means that the elements in even-even and odd-odd positions are even, and those in even-odd and oddeven positions are odd. We can view g as a block matrix, the blocks g 00 , g 01 , g 01 , g 11 distinguished by the parities of their rows and columns. This in particular implies that in (8) the determinants are taken of matrices with even elements only.
The formula for Berezinian was discovered by F. A. Berezin from change of variables in Berezin integral over even and odd variables. One can also arrive at Ber g following the logic of K-theory by considering group homomorphisms from the (super)group of invertible even supermatrices GL(n|m) to arbitrary abelian groups in search of a "universal" such homomorphism. The group homomorphism condition fixes superdeterminant almost uniquely, up to taking powers, and in particular forces it to be rational, not polynomial (see [21] ). Berezinian also arises from homological algebra considerations (see [18] ). So to sum up, the definition by the above explicit formula is not arbitrary and is the natural correct notion extending determinant to the super setting. (There is no other, "better", e.g. polynomial, version.) Unlike for the ordinary det, Berezinian cannot be obtained from exterior multiplication, first because there is no top power among the exterior powers Λ k (V ) of a superspace and secondly because Ber g is a fraction and tensor operations such as exterior product cannot give a fraction, only a polynomial.
On the other hand, the connection between determinant and exterior powers existing in the classical setting has fundamental importance. Therefore, the apparent lack of such a connection in the super case means that the "naive" picture of exterior powers has to be amended and supplemented so to incorporate Ber. One step in this direction is the introduction of "dual" exterior powers (due to Bernstein and Leites in the context of integration theory as "integral forms") and the further step is the Voronov-Zorich construction. We review that in the next subsections. But before that, let us note two facts about Berezinian that will be important later.
First, though unlike ordinary determinant, Berezinian is not multilinear in general, it is multilinear with respect to even rows or even columns. So it is possible to extend Ber g initially defined on even invertible matrices by allowing in the even positions vectors of arbitrary parity (either for rows or columns, but not both at the same time).
Secondly, the parity reversion functor V → ΠV has the following effect on (super)matrices and Berezinians. Parity reversion of a (super)matrix A → A Π is changing the labels of the rows and columns to the opposite (0 → 1, 1 → 0), so in the block form,
Hence, for an even invertible g, Ber g Π = (Ber g) −1 . The inverse Berezinian Ber * g of a matrix g is defined (following [4] , [15] ) as the Berezinian of the parity-reversed matrix:
Ber * g := Ber g Π = det g 11 − g 10 g −1 00 g 01 det g 00 = det g 11 det g 00 − g 01 g −1 11 g 10 .
So for even invertible matrices, Ber g and Ber * g are reciprocals. However, as Ber g can be extended to a multilinear function of the even rows filled by vectors of arbitrary parity, the same can be done for Ber * g and the odd rows. (And similarly for columns.) Thus Ber g and Ber * g become defined on different domains and it is convenient to consider them in parallel. Practically important is the special case where only one row or column, in an even position for Ber g or in an odd position for Ber * g, is filled by a vector of the "wrong" parity (odd or even, respectively), so giving an odd quantity as Ber g or Ber * g. We shall refer to such an argument as a ghost row or ghost column. (They arise in the row or column expansion formulas [17] .) 2.3. "Dual exterior powers". We will explain here the algebraic reformulation of the fundamental construction of Bernstein-Leites. Observe that we will introduce also an additional idea for defining exterior powers that will be further explained in subsec. 2.6. For a superspace V , define the module Ber V (the analog for supercase of det V ) as a onedimensional free module spanned by symbols [e] = [e 1 , . . . , e n |e n+1 , . . . , e n+m ] defined for each basis e a in V (where it is assumed that the first n elements are even and the last m elements are odd) so that for a change of bases e a ′ = g a a ′ e a , there will be [e ′ ] = Ber g · [e]. Here n|m = dim V .
The module Ber V so constructed is meant to play the role of the "top exterior power" of a superspace V and it is indeed the top term in a sequence of modules Σ k (V ) defined as
which is unbounded from the left (there are non-zero elements of arbitrary negative k).
(Construction of these modules follows "Bernstein-Leites integral forms", see more in 2.4 below.) The modules Σ k (V ) give another candidates for exterior powers of V besides the "naive" exterior powers Λ k (V ).
Observe that the direct sum
is not an algebra as one cannot multiply elements of Ber V . However, as one show, it is possible to multiply elements of Σ * (V ) by elements of Λ * (V ) (analog of exterior product; increasing degrees) and also by elements of Λ * (V * ) (analog of interior product; decreasing degrees), which combines into a module structure over the Clifford algebra Cliff(V ⊕ V * ).
We shall refer to the modules Σ k (V ) as dual exterior powers. In the familiar purely even case, they do not give new objects as there is a natural isomorphism Σ
There is no similar isomorphism in the supercase. As found in [15] , in the supercase it is replaced by a recurrence relation in the Grothendieck ring satisfied by the differences Σ k+m (V ) − Λ k (V ). But we do not want to go into this direction. Instead, we would like to bring Λ k (V ) and Σ k (V ) under a common roof and also explain why there should be more than just these two types of exterior powers of a superspace.
2.4.
A differential-geometric perspective. We can get more light by turning from pure algebra to differential geometry. The most important application of exterior algebra in ordinary differential geometry is of course the notion of differential forms. In supergeometry, the above constructions applied to the (sections of the) cotangent bundle of a supermanifold M of dimension n|m give the "naive" differential forms Ω k (M) and the so called integral forms Σ k (M) introduced by Bernstein-Leites [5] . More precisely, differential k-forms are sections of Λ k (T * M) and integral k-forms are sections of Σ k (T * M) = Ber(T * M) ⊗ Λ n−k (T M). Among integral forms there are volume forms Vol M = Σ n (M), which are sections of Ber(T * M). Differential forms locally look as linear combinations of wedge products of differentials of local coordinates, where dx a ∧ dx b = −(−1)ãbdx b ∧ dx a , while integral form are indeed multivector densities and locally are linear combinations of expressions Dx ⊗ ∂ a 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂ a n−k . (Here Dx is the coordinate volume element.) Analogously with top degree forms in ordinary differential geometry, elements of Vol M = Σ n (M n|m ) with compact supports can be integrated over M n|m (provided an orientation can be chosen). Moreover, it can be shown that elements of Σ k (M n|m ), k < n, can be integrated over submanifolds S ⊂ M of dimension k|m (i.e. of zero odd codimension). As for elements of Ω k (M), they can be integrated over (purely even) submanifolds of dimension k = k|0. (Indeed after the restriction they become ordinary k-forms on k-manifolds, so can be integrated as usual.)
From here we can see that properly defined "forms" on supermanifolds should be graded by (super)dimensions r|s according to the dimensions of domains of integration, so that differential k-forms from Ω k (M) should be regarded as k|0-forms, while integral k-forms from Σ k (M), should be regarded as k|m-forms. The same should apply in the purely algebraic setting for general "exterior powers" of a superspace V . It is natural to ask, what should be r|s-forms of an intermediate odd degree s on a supermanifold M n|m ; or what is the definition of an exterior power Λ r|s (V ) of a superspace V for s = 0, . . . , m if dim V = n|m. The answer was given by Voronov-Zorich [25, 26, 27] and Voronov [21, 22, 23] in the differentialgeometric context with the aim of providing the "correct" superanalog of Cartan-de Rham theory and it requires a complete departure from the conventional approach followed above. In brief, instead of constructing forms from products of differentials, an r|s-form (new notion) is defined as an "object of integration" viewed as a Lagrangian of an r|s-dimensional path (a more refined picture requires also some "dual" and "mixed" descriptions in place of a path), subject to the two conditions: independence of integral on parametrization and the possibility to define (an analog of the exterior) differential. We suppress here the whole beautiful geometric theory and present below only an algebraic extract. (In it we switch back from "forms" to "multivectors".) But before plunging into the construction, we need to come back to the simplest algebraic definition given in 2.1 to discuss the aspect we initially ignored, i.e. "multivectors as functions on covectors".
2.5.
More on tensors. In the same way as in the classical case, the spaces Λ k (V ) initially defined as direct summands of a quotient algebra of the tensor algebra T (V ) can be also realized as subspaces in T (V ). Namely, there is an action of the symmetric group S k on the elements of T k (V ) with the account of the sign rule and there are projectors Sym and Alt (involving the corresponding signs):
where u i ∈ V , ε(σ; u 1 , . . . , u k ) is the number of times when an odd vector passes another odd vector under a permutation σ, and (−1) σ is the ordinary sign of a permutation. Then in particular the space Λ k (V ) can be identified with the subspace of antisymmetric tensors Alt(T k (V )) ⊂ T k (V ). By a direct check, a tensor T = T a 1 ...a k e a 1 ⊗. . .⊗e a k is antisymmetric if its components satisfy (for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1)
The wedge product of antisymmetric tensors is identified with the image of the tensor product under alternation:
Conversely, if T = T a 1 ...a k e a 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e a k where T a 1 ...a k satisfy (11), then
Note that the sum (12) over all combinations of indices is not an expansion over a basis because it contains repeating terms. As a basis in Λ k (V ) one can take e a 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e a i ∧ e b 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e b j , for all i + j = k, where a 1 < . . . < a i run over even indices and b 1 ≤ . . . ≤ b j run over odd indices. (Later, we will use separate copies of natural numbers and denote even indices as 1, 2, . . . and odd indices as1,2, . . ..)
Furthermore, also as in the classical case, the elements of T k (V ) can be identified with multilinear functions whose arguments are covectors p ∈ V * . Multilinearity is understood in the graded sense, i.e.
The "abstract" tensor product is identified with the operation on multilinear functions,
for T ∈ T k (V ) and S ∈ T l (V ). The identification V * * = V takes the form u(p) = u, p = (−1)ũp p, u = (−1)ũpp(u) and it is convenient to use bases in V and V * that are dual from the left and from the right respectively, i.e. defined by e a (e b ) = δ b a . Hence if
then
T (e a 1 , . . . , e a k ) = T a 1 ...a k e a 1 (−1)ã 1 (ã 2 +...+ã k )+...+ã k−1ãk and for arbitrary p 1 , . . . , p k ,
, where we write covectors as p = e a p a . "Abstract" antisymmetry translates into antisymmetry in the arguments; hence, a multivector T ∈ Λ k (V ) ⊂ T k (V ) as a multilinear function on covectors satisfies
Example 1. Consider a wedge product u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k ∈ Λ k (V ). As a function on covectors,
In the special case (which will be important for us later) when all the vectors u 1 , ... u k are even, there will be no signs apart from (−1) σ , and therefore
At the right-hand side, det col denotes the "column determinant" of a matric with not necessarily commuting entries. In our case, entries of the column u i , p j 0 i=1,...,k for a fixed j 0 are all even or all odd depending on the parity of a covector p j 0 .
An idea behind the Voronov-Zorich construction to which we shall now proceed, is to extend the notion of a multivector of degree k as a function of k covectors by replacing the condition of multilinearity by some other condition (coming from differential-geometric considerations) following in particular the properties of Ber as a function of rows or columns. This will make us carefully distinguish even and odd arguments, so instead of k degrees r|s will appear. 2.6. Algebraic version of Voronov-Zorich construction. For a superspace V , where dim V = n|m, an element of the exterior power Λ r|s (V ) or a multivector of degree r|s is a function F (p) = F (p 1 , . . . , p r+s ) of r even and s odd covectors p i ∈ V * satisfying two conditions:
(We assume that r ≥ 0; in fact, the theory has to be complemented by a construction which allows also negative r, which we omit here.) We shall explain the relation of that with the above definitions of Λ k (V ) and Σ k (V ) in 2.1 and 2.3 after some elaboration.
Here p stands for the whole array of arguments p 1 , . . . , p r+s . We use left coordinates of covectors writing them as columns, so p as the argument of F (p) can be perceived as an (even) n|m × r|s matrix. Equation (14) expresses the behavior of the function under a non-degenerate linear transformation of the columns p i . In particular, it follows that F (p) is invariant under elementary transformations (adding to a column a multiple of another column) and it is homogeneous of degree +1 with respect to each of r even columns and homogeneous of degree −1 in each of s odd columns. Hence F (p) is defined only for linearly independent odd covectors, so s has to be between 0 and m. We should see F (p) as a meromorphic function of the arguments.
The origin of both equations (14) and (15) is in supermanifold integration theory, see 2.4. In the setup of "forms as functions of tangent vectors", the analog of (14) expresses the invariance of the integral under changes of parametrization, while the analog of (15) arises as the condition making possible to define differential, so is ultimately related with the superanalog of the Stokes theorem.
Example 2. Suppose s = 0. Then the sign in (15) is always "plus". This implies, by setting i = j, vanishing of all second derivatives in the variables p a i for each fixed i; hence F (p) has to be an affine function A a p a i + B i in each p i . Together with the homogeneity, this gives linearity in each p i . Hence F (p) is multilinear, F (p) = F a 1 ...ar p 1 a 1 . . . p r ar . One can check that the remaining part of equations (15) and (14) is equivalent to the antisymmetry in the arguments p 1 , . . . , p r . Hence we have an identification
where is the right-hand side we use the interpretation of the elements of Λ r (V ) as antisymmetric multilinear functions.
Note that in the purely even case m = 0 implies s = 0, so we only have the exterior powers Λ k (V ) = Λ k|0 (V ). [21] . (For negative r, it is also true, but requires a modification of the definition of Λ r|s (V ). See [22, 23] .) In particular, if r|s = n|m, Λ n|m (V ) = {F (p) = c · Ber p} ∼ = Ber V . One can check directly that the function Ber p of a square matrix p satisfies equations (15) . (15) contain in particular the following system. If we set the parities of all indices to 1, i.e. consider the odd-odd block of the matrix (p i a ) (note that the matrix entries there are even), then (15) takes the form
This is generalized F. John's equation which is ubiquitous in integral geometry [13] and is key in the theory of general hypergeometric functions [12] .
The last example shows that there is a deep connection between the theory of super exterior powers and integral geometry in the sense of Gelfand-Gindikin-Graev. Moreover, the defining system (15) for r|s-multivectors can be seen as a "super generalization" of Gelfand's general hypergeometric system. This relation was used in [27] , but there is definitely more to explore.
Example 5 ("simple multivector"). Let u 1 , . . . , u r , u r+1 , . . . , u r+s be a sequence of r even and s odd linearly independent vectors. Define a function F (p) as follows:
It is obvious that (14) holds and one can check that (15) is also satisfied. Therefore we have an element of Λ r|s (V ). We denote it [u 1 , . . . , u r |u r+1 , . . . , u r+s ]. One can see that in the purely even case when s = 0 it would coincide with u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u r . Hence we have a non-linear analog of wedge product or a simple multivector of degree r|s. (When r|s = n|m, this agrees with the definition of [e] as a generator of Ber V introduced in 2.3.
In the ordinary case, any exterior power Λ k (V ) is spanned by k-fold wedge products (e.g. one can take the wedge products of basis vectors e i 1 ∧. . .∧e i k as a basis). In the super case, it is not known if simple multivectors such as [u 1 , . . . , u r |u r+1 , . . . , u r+s ] span all Λ r|s (V ). This space can be infinite-dimensional and its explicit description is not at hand.
Super Plücker embedding. Problem and the simplest case
3.1. Classical Plücker embedding. Outline for the supercase. Recall first the classical Plücker embedding. It arises by considering a non-zero k-vector u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k corresponding to a k-plane in n-space, which is defined up to proportionality. The components of this multivector are called Plücker coordinates of a plane. Algebraically, Plücker coordinates are minors of the matrix of homogeneous coordinates on the Grassmannian. They satisfy a system of homogeneous quadratic equations (expressing the condition that a kvector is simple, i.e. a wedge product of k vectors), which specify the Grassmannian as an algebraic variety in a projective space. These are known as Plücker relations. In the supercase the situation becomes complicated: minors become Berezinians, i.e. fractions, moreover the general notion of a minor is non-obvious (see [17] ); but most importantly, the space of multivectors Λ r|s (V ) for general s does not have explicit description. ( [18] indicated that super Grassmannians are not projective; this can be related with the first of the mentioned difficulties.) Certain things however carry over to the super case and make a starting point of our investigation. We shall outline the picture briefly for the general super case and then we shall turn to the simplest situation when these problems do not arise. General super Plucker embedding will be studied in the next section.
Let L be a plane of dimension r|s in a superspace V of dimension n|m. Let it be spanned by r even and s odd independent vectors u 1 , . . . , u r and u r+1 , . . . , u r+s . (If we do not wish to have a through numbering, we can consider separate sets for even and odd indices. This will be used in the future.) As already mentioned several times, the analog of the classical Plücker map is naturally
The right hand side is defined up to proportionality since we can replace the vectors u i by a linear combination. The first question to answer is whether one can reconstruct back the plane L if its image under the "super Plücker map" is known. The answer given in the next section will lead us to amending the picture. The other question is in describing the image. This is exactly about an analog of the classical Plücker relations.
The steps in the supercase are as follows. One needs to find out which r|s-vectors F ∈ Λ r|s (V ), are simple, i.e. have the form [u 1 , . . . u r |u r+1 , . . . , u r+s ]. Mimicking the classical case, we start from an even F ∈ Λ r|s (V ) and define for it what would be L if F is simple. To this end, we have to fill the slots of F by covectors of suitable parity. One could see for F = [u 1 , . . . u r |u r+1 , . . . , u r+s ] that in this way will be indeed possible to recover even vectors u 1 , . . . u r . In order to obtain odd vectors u r+1 , . . . , u r+s , we will have to consider, in parallel with F , also the function 1/F . (Compare the emergence of the "inverse Berezinian" in e.g. [15] and [17] . They will appear in the next section as well.) This will produce an associated space L F for a multivector F . In the classical case (and in the simplest supercase that we shall study in detail below) it is proved that a multivector is simple if and only if the exterior product w ∧ F = 0 for every w in the associated space L F . In supergeometry, there is a (non-obvious) construction of a wedge multiplication of r|s-vectors by vectors, V × Λ r|s (V ) → Λ r+1|s (V ), see [23] . We expect that it can be used here. Also, it is highly likely that the inverse 1/F and exterior multiplication by vectors from ΠL F may be needed. We hope to elucidate this elsewhere. Now we shall turn to the simplest supercase where the analysis can be done by more conventional methods and where we shall give exhaustive picture. (Things like 1/F will appear though in subsection 3.3.) 3.2. The simplest supercase: k|0-planes in n|m-space. Consider planes of dimension k in an n|m-dimensional superspace V . This case is still interesting (gives interesting results), but from the viewpoint of supergeometry it is much simpler and can be investigated by methods very close to the familiar classical case.
Every k-plane is spanned by k independent even vectors u 1 , . . . , u k that make its basis. Components of these vectors can be written as an even k × n|m matrix with independent rows. (We expand a vector over a basis in V as u = u a e a and write its components as a row.) We always assume the possibility of odd parameters without mentioning this each time explicitly. Hence an even vector can have components corresponding to odd basis vectors, which have to be odd (and the components corresponding to even basis vectors are of course even). If we consider components of all vectors u 1 , . . . , u k spanning a given k-plane L as independent variables, arranged as a matrix, then this matrix can be regarded as giving "homogeneous coordinates" of the plane L as a point of the Grassmann supermanifold G k (V ). "Homogeneous" here means with respect to the natural left action of GL(k) by multiplication the matrix from the left by g ∈ GL(k). This corresponds to changes of a basis u 1 , . . . , u k in L = span(u 1 , . . . , u k ). Consider the exterior product
It is an even element of Λ k (V ) which is non-degenerate in the following sense: in the expansion over e a 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e a k at least one of its components where all the indices are even is invertible.
The following facts hold. They essentially provide the superanalog of the classical Plücker theory for the considered simplest case.
Let T ∈ Λ k (V ) be an even multivector. It can considered as an alternating multilinear function of k covectors. (See more in section 2.5.) If
with the (super)skew-symmetry condition T a 1 ...a i a i+1 ...a k = −(−1)ã iãi+1 T a 1 ...a i+1 a i ...a k , then
exactly as in the ordinary case, and for arbitrary covectors p 1 , . . . , p k
In particular,
if all arguments p i ∈ V * are even and T (e a 1 , . . . , e a k ) = T a 1 ...a k (−1)ã
Here the rule is that e a (e b ) = δ b a . (So far we did not use that T is even.) If all arguments but one in T (p 1 , . . . , p k ) are fixed, this gives a linear function on covectors, i.e. a vector. Call the span of so obtained vectors, the associated space for a multivector, notation:
L T := span T (p 1 , . . . , p k−1 , −) | p i ∈ V * (the order inessential because of skew-symmetry).
(Sign is (20) is important because it contributes to the relations, see below.)
Proof. To obtain vectors spanning L T , it is sufficient to insert basis covectors as the first k − 1 arguments into T (leaving the last one free). We have
. +b k−2bk−1 is the common sign which will not make a difference for the span. The second sign participates in the summation hence cannot be dropped.
Call an even multivector T ∈ Λ k (V ) simple if T = u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k for some independent even vectors u 1 , . . . , u k . Proof. Clearly, filling all arguments but one in T = u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k gives a linear combination of u i , so L T ⊂ span(u 1 , . . . , u k ). For the converse, complement the vectors u 1 , . . . , u k to a basis in V and fill the slots of T with k − 1 of the first k covectors of the dual basis, which would give ±u i , i = 1, . . . , k. Hence all u i are in L T . Theorem 1 ("abstract form of super Plücker relations"). An even multivector T ∈ Λ k (V ) is simple if and only if it is non-degenerate and w ∧ T = 0 (21) for every w ∈ L T .
(Non-degeneracy is important.)
Proof. (It goes very similarly to the classical case.) In one direction it is easy. If T = u 1 ∧ . . . ∧ u k for even vectors u 1 , . . . , u k , then (since every vector w ∈ L T is a linear
Here u i ∧ u i = 0 as the vectors are even. For the converse, we use the non-degeneracy to observe that there are at least k independent even vectors in L T . Denote them u 1 , . . . , u k . They can be complemented to a basis in V and we can write T = u 1 ∧ S + R where both S and R do not contain u 1 . The condition u 1 ∧ T = 0 gives R = 0. Hence T is divisible by u 1 , and the process can be repeated. Eventually T is divisible by u 1 ∧. . .∧u k , and we conclude that T = c u 1 ∧. . .∧u k for a constant c.
To get a concrete form of the relations for the components T a 1 ... k , we use Lemma 1 and calculate the wedge product in the equation
We skip the calculation, which is similar to the classical case except for the signs, and only give the answer: Theorem 2 ("super Plücker relations for k-planes in an n|m-dimensional space"). A nondegenerate even multivector T ∈ Λ k (V ) in an n|m-dimensional superspace V is simple and thus defines a k-plane L ⊂ V if and only if its components (18) satisfy the relations gives a map
which is therefore an embedding of this Grassmann supermanifold into P (Λ k (V )) as a projective variety (specified by equations (22)).
Note that for dim V = n|m,
Example 6. Let k = 2. For an even bivector T = T ab e a ∧ e b , the "super Plücker" relations will be
Example 7 (continued). Let us analyze the relations obtained above. Could any of the indices coincide? One can observe that non-empty relations may occur only when the coinciding indices are odd. Altogether the full set of super Plücker relations for 2-planes in n|m-space can be written as
T ab T bb = 0 for arbitrary a and odd b;
T ab T cc = 2(−1)bT bc T ac = 0 for arbitrary a = b and odd c;
and finally the "general" relation
for pairwise distinct a, b, c, d of arbitrary parities. (Note that one can express T cc with odd c from (27) whenever T ab , with even a, b, is invertible, and then (25) is automatically satisfied.)
The following example is a further specialization of Examples 6 and 7. It was considered before in [6] (note that in the physics literature the super Grassmannian G 2|0 (4|1) is sometimes referred to as "compactified super Minkowski" space).
Example 8 (2-planes in 4|1-space). The indices run over 1, 2, 3, 4 (even) and1 (odd). There are even variables T ab (with a, b = 1, . . . , 4) and T11, and odd variables T a1 , a = 1, . . . , 4. From (25)-(28), the full list of non-trivial relations will be:
(here 1 ≤ a < b < c ≤ 4). The last equation is the classical Plücker relation and the second equation allows to eliminate T11 in any domain where some T ab is invertible (such domains cover P (Λ 2 (R 4|1 ))), while the third one gives linear constraints on odd variables T a1 .
3.3. "Khudaverdian's relations". There is an alternative approach to relations that should be satisfied by a simple multivector. It was put forward by H. Khudaverdian some years ago (unpublished; private communication). It non-trivially applies even in the classical case, though it essentially uses supergeometry and the construction of exterior powers Λ r|s (V ). We can return to the general setup of r|s-planes in an n|m-space V . If r|s independent vectors u i span L ⊂ V , the same vectors (or the parity-reversed copies u i Π) span the s|rplane ΠL in ΠV . Consider the "non-linear wedge product" F := [u 1 . . . , u r | u1, . . . uŝ], which is an element of Λ r|s (V ),
(here u i a p a j = u i , p j ). (We explicitly use here different sets for values of even and odd indices e.g. 1, 2, . . . and1,2, . . ..) In the same way, these vectors considered as parityreversed define a multivector F * := [u1, . . . uŝ | u 1 . . . , u r ] ∈ Λ s|r (ΠV ). On the formula level, this is just the Berezinian of the parity-reverse of the same matrix: 
where at the left-hand side F * is an element of Λ s|r (ΠV ) and at the right-hand side F is an element of Λ r|s (V ). Hence we have arrived at the following statement.
Theorem 3 (Khudaverdian 2010, unpubl.) . If F ∈ Λ r|s (V ) is a simple multivector corresponding to an r|s-plane, then the function G = 1/F regarded as a function of the parityreversed arguments is also a multivector, of degree s|r, for ΠV , i.e. G satisfies fundamental equations (15) with respect to the shifted parities of indices.
This can be effective reformulated as follows. If an even multivector F ∈ Λ r|s (V ) is simple, it satisfies the additional quadratic system of equations. We present here the answer for the classical case of k-planes in an n-space, which is already very interesting (the general case just contains more signs):
In the classical case, F is what we previously denoted T , so F (p) = T (p) = T a 1 ...a k p 1 a 1 . . . p k a k . Since the relations given by (37) (and its entirely super version for r|s in n|m) are quadratic, the same as the classical Plücker relations, it is very tempting to think that they simply coincide with the Plücker relations in the classical situation and provide the desired super analog in general. Unfortunately, this is not exactly the case, though this is true for k = 2. Theorem 4. For an even bivector T ∈ Λ 2 (V ) in an n|m-dimensional space V , the Khudaverdian relation (37) is equivalent to the Plücker relation (24) .
Proof. Take T (p) = T ab p a 1 p b 2 . It is easier to calculate directly and impose the equations
. Getting rid of the denominator and a simplification lead to a three term equation which can be rearranged exactly as (24) . (We skip the calculation.)
In general, Khudaverdian's relations are not equivalent to Plücker's relations:
Consider the case k = 3, so T (p) = T abc p a 1 p b 2 p 3 c . Working as above, we can show that the Khudaverdian relations (37) are equivalent to the following relation for the components:
Note the 6 terms. At the same time, the Plücker relations will be
with the 4 terms. (In both (38) and (39), we have presented the formulas for the purely even case for simplicity.). One can observe directly (this is a very rewarding calculation!) that the 6 term relation (38) is precisely the difference of two 4 term relations (39) with different combinations of indices, so it is their consequence but not equivalent to them. 
Now the problem is:
(1) to describe the image of pl §Ę among functions of matrices, and (2) to find the matrix A from a given function pl §Ę A . We regard the rows of A as vectors and the columns of P , as covectors. Note that pl §Ę A (P ) is a rational function of the matrix P with the domain of definition depending on A and that the map A → pl §Ę A is itself rational.
From the formula pl §Ę gA (P ) = Ber g · pl §Ę A (P ) , (41) where g ∈ GL(r|s), it follows that A is defined by the function pl §Ę A non-uniquely. To take care of this non-uniqueness, one can impose an extra "gauge condition". The strategy can be as follows: since the matrix A has rank r|s, there is an invertible square submatrix of size r|s. Such submatrices are numbered by a choice of r|s columns in A, i.e. r even and s odd columns. In the open domain of matrices A where a particular submatrix (fixed by a choice of r|s columns) is invertible, one can divide by it from the left and obtain a matrix where the corresponding submatrix is replaced by the r|s identity matrix. Then we can explore if the Plücker transform is invertible when restricted on such gauge-fixed matrices. Before considering general theory, let us study a particular example.
Consider its Plücker transform pl §Ę A . For a matrix P ,
we have pl §Ę A (P ) = Ber(AP ) = Ber
explicitly pl §Ę A (P ) =
Two facts can be observed. For even P , the coefficients π 1 , π 2 , p1 and p2 are odd, so the entries ξ and η always appear in pl §Ę A (P ) accompanied by a nilpotent (odd) factor. This is no wonder, since Ber(AP ) is even for even A and P , so in the expansion in ξ or η the coefficient must be odd. Secondly, the entry y of the matrix A appears only in the denominator in pl §Ę A (P ), hence expressing it would require taking the inverse. The first observation, at the first glance, makes it impossible to solve for ξ and η. However, the way out is given by the property of pl §Ę A following from the properties of Berezinian. Namely, as Berezinian is a multilinear function with respect to even rows or even columns, the function pl §Ę A (P ) is also multilinear in the r even columns of the matrix P . So in our particular case, pl §Ę A (P ) is defined for an arbitrary parity column put in the even position (and keeping an odd independent column in the odd position).
Let e 1 , e 2 , e1 and e2 be the covectors of the standard basis:
Then, writing the argument of pl §Ę A as an array of covectors, we have:
pl §Ę A (e 2 |e1) = Ber
pl §Ę A (e 2 |e2) = Ber 1 0
and (note a ghost column as the first argument!)
pl §Ę A (e2|e2) = Ber 0 0 1 1 = 0 .
Hence, in particular, we recover x and ξ as
To obtain similarly y and η, we shall use the inverse Berezinian function Ber * g introduced in Sec. 2.2. We define the inverse Plücker transform pl §Ę * A of a matrix A (obviously not an inverse to the transform A → pl §Ę A !) as the function pl §Ę * A (P ) := Ber * (AP ) .
Similarly to the above, we can now obtain
pl §Ę * A (e 2 |e1) = Ber * 1 ξ 0 y = y ,
pl §Ę * A (e 2 |e2) = Ber * 1 0
and also (with a ghost column in the odd position)
pl §Ę * A (e 1 |e 1 ) = Ber * x x η η = 0 , (61)
pl §Ę * A (e 2 |e 2 ) = Ber * 1 1 0 0 = 0 .
Hence, in particular,
This example demonstrates the following: (1) it is indeed possible to reconstruct the matrix A provided we use both functions pl §Ę A and pl §Ę * A ; (2) reconstruction formulas require extending the functions pl §Ę A and pl §Ę * A so to allow "ghost" covectors as arguments. We also see that there is redundancy in the data provided by the values of pl §Ę A and pl §Ę * A on the basis covectors. (This is exactly "super Plücker relations" for our case.) 4.3. General formulation. Return to geometric language. In a superspace V of dimension n|m we consider linear subspaces of dimension r|s (or r|s-planes). They form the (super) Grassmann manifold G r|s (V ) or G r|s (n|m) (if we want to emphasize only the dimensions). Every r|s-plane L ⊂ V defines the s|r-plane ΠL ⊂ ΠV , and conversely. Hence we have an identification G r|s (V ) = G s|r (ΠV ) , (67) or G r|s (n|m) = G s|r (m|n) . We will need to consider objects defined for V and for ΠV in parallel. Consider the exterior powers Λ r|s (V ) and Λ s|r (ΠV ). To simplify the notation, we denote by P r|s (V ) = P Λ r|s (V ) ⊕ Λ s|r (ΠV ) ,
where P is actually P 1,−1 , a kind of "weighted projective space" with weights 1 and −1. 2 Namely, points of P r|s (V ) are equivalence classes of pairs (F, G), where F and G are corresponding multivectors and both no-zero, where (F, G) ∼ (λF, λ −1 G).
The Plücker map for a super Grassmannian will be introduced as a rational map
(with the capital P). We shall show it is an embedding. We define Pl §Ę(L) := [pl §Ę X , pl §Ę * X ] (69) (where square brackets denote equivalence class) for a r|s-plane L ∈ G r|s (V ) spanned by the rows of a matrix X. Here we use a basis in V in order to represent independent r|s vectors spanning L by a matrix.
with mutation of variables when passing from one cluster to another, the mutation data themselves are also mutated by a certain rule. The exact rules of cluster mutations were the crucial discovery of Fomin and Zelevinsky. Particular instances of these rules can be seen in many concrete geometric examples that serve as prototypes for the definition of cluster algebras. Plücker relations for G k (R n ) are one of them.
Example 10. The classical Plücker relation for G 2 (R 4 ) can be re-written as
In this form, it expresses a "mutation" between the "cluster variables" T 13 and T 24 , each making a separate cluster. (The variables labeled 12, 34, 14, and 23 are not mutated and are regarded as generating the ground ring of the cluster algebra. Cluster variables e.g. T 13 correspond to true diagonals, while the ground variables correspond to sides, of the square with vertices 1, 2, 3, 4.) We have boxed mutated variables in the formula for clarity.
Superanalog of cluster algebras is highly sought after. "Super cluster algebras" in general remain conjectural though important steps towards their definition were made very recently: [19] , [20] , and [16] . The notion introduced in the latter work is different from that in the former two. Perhaps none can be regarded as final. More information from concrete geometric and algebraic examples should be obtained.
Example 11. Consider again the super Plücker relations for G 2 (R 4|1 ), which is the simplest case of Example 7 when n = 4. We have even variables T ab , with 1 < a < b < 4, and odd variables θ a , a = 1, . . . , 4. (We do not include the even nilpotent variable S.) In addition to the classical relation (70) involving only T ab , there are the following odd Plücker relations:
Each formula defines "odd mutations". Odd cluster variables that can be mutated are boxed. We can introduce ten "super clusters" as follows: (T 13 , θ 1 , θ 3 ), (T 13 , θ 1 , θ 2 ), (T 13 , θ 2 , θ 3 ), (T 13 , θ 1 , θ 4 ), (T 13 , θ 3 , θ 4 ), and (T 24 , θ 2 , θ 4 ), (T 24 , θ 1 , θ 2 ), (T 24 , θ 2 , θ 3 ), (T 24 , θ 1 , θ 4 ), (T 24 , θ 3 , θ 4 ). They are linked by even or odd "super cluster mutations". (As before, the variables T 12 , T 34 , T 14 , and T 23 generate the ground ring.)
Even and odd cluster mutations in the example above can be depicted on the following graph: This is a superanalog of what is called in cluster algebra theory "exchange graph". We have considered the case of 2-planes in the superspace of dimension 4|1 only for simplicity. As can be seen in the previous sections, similarly we can consider 2-planes in arbitrary n|m-dimensional space.
An interesting point is a choice of what should be taken as super cluster variables here. Two approaches used in this paper suggest slightly different choices. Namely, under the algebraic approach, we obtain as Plücker coordinates (and expected cluster variables) all components of a multivector T ∈ Λ r (V ). These may include as we saw variables that will be even nilpotents (by super Plücker relations). On the other hand, if we apply to this algebraic situation a different approach, the one that we use in the general case, then we are led to identifying a smaller subset of the components of T , only those variables that are needed for reconstructing the plane. In the example above, we considered only these variables. For them, super Plücker relations look closest to the idea of "super cluster mutations". What is the role of other variables and whether they can (or should) also be incorporated into the super cluster framework, remains to be investigated. The same can be said of the super Plücker coordinates that we obtain in the general case. It is tempting to think that our super Plücker map e.g for 1|1 in 2|2 and relations for its image, can also be connected with super cluster algebras.
